In this paper we study an interconnection network topology based on the radix representation of integers and modulo arithmetic. The multiplicative circulant graph MC(r, k) consists of n = rk vertices. Two vertices x and J: are connected by an edge if and only if 1.x -J/ = r' mod n for some integer i, 0 < i d k -1. Multiplicative circulant graphs can be considered as a kind of "twisted" torus graphs. We prove that for even r > 2 the diameter of the MC (r, k) 
cycle, with addition and subtraction corresponding to clockwise and counterclockwise "walks" along the cycle for given number of steps.
Each node m of MC(r, k) network is connected by an edge to the following nodes: m + 1, m -1, m + r, m -Y, m + r2, m -r2, . . . , m + rkel, m -rkpl. These nodes are all different, since any two neighbors differ by at most 2rk-' 6 rk, with equality valid only when r = 2. Therefore each node is connected to 2k neighbors for r > 2 and to 2k -1 neighbors for r = 2. This defines the degree (or fanout) of MC(r, k) graph. Since k = log n/log r, the degree of the network is (2/lag r)log n for r > 2 and 2 log, n -1 for r = 2.
All MC(r, k) graphs are vertex symmetric. In general, they are not edge symmetric. For example, MC(r, 1) graph is a ring with r vertices and is edge symmetric. Next, MC(2,2) graph is a complete graph on four vertices and is also edge symmetric. However, MC(2,3) graph is not edge symmetric. For instance, the edge joining vertices 0 and 2 is a part of a complete subgraph with four vertices (0,2,4,6) while the edge joining nodes 1 and 2 is not part of any complete subgraph with four vertices. Figs. l-9 give several multiplicative circulant graphs for small values of r and k. The Cayley graph model for some symmetric interconnection networks was introduced by Akers and Krishnamurthy [3] . Given a set of generators (closed under inverses) for a finite group G, we can draw a graph, called the Cayley graph, in which the vertices correspond to the elements of the group G and there is an edge from an element a to an element h iff there is a generator y such that ag = b in the group G. It is well known that every Cayley graph is vertex symmetric.
Multiplicative circulant networks are clearly Cayley graphs. The group G is the additive group modulo rk. The generators of MC(r, k) network are + ri, 0 d i < k -1. We will not use the Cayley graph property in the sequel.
Besides the theoretical interest in the multiplicative circulant graphs, they also provide a model where algorithms are easier to derive and describe than on related existing models (for example, algorithms designed on meshes need separate codes for border and corner processors). They are interesting also from the practical point of view; it is already shown that they can be used for the design of fault tolerant meshes and other networks; in the absence of faults, the machine may operate as multiplicative circulant network, given the basic data communication algorithms provided in this paper.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes known results on circulant graphs, a larger class of graphs that includes multiplicative circulant graphs, and compares multiplicative circulant with related networks. Section 3 describes the cycle structure, decomposition and embedding properties of multiplicative circulant graphs. In Section 4 we determine the diameter of the multiplicative circulant graph for r even > 2. In Section 5 we find the average distance in multiplicative circulant graphs. Sections 6-8 present basic data communication techniques for multiplicative circulant graphs: routing and shifting (Section 6) broadcasting (Section 7) and parallel prefix and semigroup computations (Section 8). Section 9 proposes graphs with arbitrary number of nodes as the direct product of multiplicative circulant graphs.
Finally, open problems are given in the conclusion section.
Related networks
Multiplicative circulant graphs are special cases of circulant graphs, introduced by Harary [23] , Elspas and Turner [19] and Boesch and Tindell [lo] , which were extensively studied in literature. A circulant graph C,(si, s2, . . . , s,) has vertices 0, 1, 2, . . . , p -1 such that vertex i is connected to vertices i + Sj (mod p) and i-sj (mod p) for each j, 1 < j < t. MC(r, k) graph is the same as the circulant graph C,(l, r, r2, . . . , rkel ) where n = rk. Circulant graphs were used to design fault-tolerant meshes and hypercubes [ 141 and even fault-tolerant circulant graphs [IS] . Circulant graphs are also referred to as the multiple-loop networks. Multiplicative circulant graphs are also known to topological graph theorists as a special family of graph bundles [42, 29] .
Many articles [S, l&53,51,24,37] study the diameter of circulant graphs, which is not known in general. For t = 2 the network is known as the double-loop network. Boesch and Wang [l l] and Fiol et al. [21] determine si and s2 so that the diameter of double-loop network is minimized, and reliability topics are discussed. gerovnik and Pisanski [53] described an algorithm for computing the diameter of the doubly-loop networks and makes an attempt toward computing the diameter of multiple-loop networks. Wong and Coppersmith [Sl] studied circulant graphs as memory organization problem, since in early computers like ILLIAC IV the processing element arrays operated as a circulant graph. They studied the diameter and average distance in the circulant graphs and obtained some bounds and specific results. Among the specific results, Theorem 8 in [Sl] determines the diameter and average distance in MC(r, k) graph (in our terminology) for r odd. The diameter, average distance and reliability of directed multiple-loop networks are investigated by Huisman and Kundu [24] . A survey of known results on circulant graphs with optimal diameter is given by Monakhova [37] . The problem of diameter reduction for certain families of circulant graphs is surveyed by Wilkov [52] . Results obtaining simultaneous minimization of diameter and average distance for some circulant graphs of degree 4 have been published by Bermond et al. [7] . Beivide et al. [6] studied the diameter, average distance, construction and routing schemes for midimew network, which is doubleloop circulant graph with hoops b and b -1.
This paper contributes to the study of diameter of circulant graphs by determining the diameter of MC(r, k) graphs for even r > 2, and determining the average distance in multiplicative circulant graphs.
The special case of MC(r, 2) network has been implemented in the Illiac IV SIMD machine [S, 131 . Matrix computations were studied by Gentleman [22] , permutation functions by Orcutt [39] and simulation properties of Illiac network by Siegel [46] . [36] ). Simulations of PM21 network by cube connected computer and folded hypercube were studied by Akl [3] and Latifi [31] , respectively. Upper and lower bounds on the number of data transfers required by the PM21 network to simulate the cube, Illiac, and shuffle-exchange networks, and algorithm to perform these simulations, are given by Siegel [46] . Our hilC (2, k) network is special case of PM21 network for n = 2k. To the best of our knowledge, topological properties and basic data communication algorithms of PM21 or Illiac networks were not systematically studied in literature (other than few results mentioned in this section). There exist few networks that are defined using the radix or mixed radix number system, but are different from the multiplicative circulant network proposed in this paper. For example, an (n, r, k)-cube, n = r k, is a graph with n nodes labeled as base I' integers with k digits (i.e. x = xkxk-1 . . . x1, 0 < xi < r) such that x and 4' are connected iff there exists j, 1 <j < k such that Xj # yj and xi = yi for all i fj 1301. Thus, two nodes are connected iff their labels differ in exactly one base Y digit. Not all these edges belong to our multiplicative circulant network, and the multiplicative circulant graph has some edges not belonging to an (n, r, k)-cube. The generalized hypercube [9] is a generalization of (n, r, k)-cube and has similar differences with the multiplicative circulant network.
A k-dimensional r-sided array (or mesh) has rk nodes which correspond to vectors (co, cl, ,ck-1) where 0 < Cj < r -1 for 0 <j < k -1. Two nodes are linked by an edge if they differ in precisely one coordinate and if the absolute value of the difference in that coordinate is 1 (the ordinary, non-modulo arithmetic is used). Linear arrays, meshes and hypercubes are special cases of such higher dimmensional arrays. Bruck et al. [14] proved that k-dimensional r-sided array can be embedded optimally (with both expansion and dilation 1) into MC(r, k) graphs. To show this property, let us map each node cocl . ck-1 of a k-dimensional r-sided array (0 < ci < k-dimensional r-sided array. The r-ary k-cubes are defined as graphs with rk nodes such that node cocl . . . ck_ 1 (0 < ci < r) is connected to nodes co . . . ci + 1 (mod r) . . . ck_ 1, 0 d i < k -1. Rings (k = l), toruses and hypercubes (r = 2) are special cases of the network. Both r-ary k-cube and MC(r, k) network are obtained from k-dimensional r-sided array by adding wrapp-around edges in two different manners. Thus MC(r, k) graph can be considered as a "twisted" r-ary k-cube. Fig. 10 shows multiplicative circulant graph as a kind of "twisted" torus graph. The diameter of r-ary k-cubes is known to be kLr/2 J; thus MC(r, k) network is proved in this paper to have approximately (r -1)/r times smaller diameter for r even (more precisely, it is smaller by L k/2]) and the same diameter for r odd as the r-ary k-cubes (i.e. higher dimensional tori). In addition, MC(r, k) networks have some algorithmic advantages (for example, faster routing, shifting and parallel prefix procedures).
Cycles, decomposition and embeddings
In this section we consider the embedding properties of multiplicative circulant graphs. When a guest graph is embedded into a host graph, the two main parameters for the "goodness" of the embedding are the expansion and the dilation. The expansion is the ratio of the number of nodes in the host and guest graphs while the dilation is the longest distance in host graph of two neighboring nodes from the guest graph.
It follows easily that MC(r, k) network has a Hamiltonian cycle, consisting of nodes 0123 3 , , 9 ... , n -1, since the nodes with consecutive addresses are neighbors (i.e. connected by communication links). Such a Gray code like ordering of nodes has algorithmic advantages in problems that require local computations. The existence of rk-i node disjoint cycles, each with length ri (1 d i < k), is also apparent: these cycles are x, x + rk-i, x + 2rk-', . . . , x + (ri -l)rk-' for each x, 0 < x < rkpi.
The subgraph induced by all nodes of each of these cycles is a MC(r, i) network. This gives a decomposition of MC(r, k) network into multiplicative circulant networks with smaller k values, where decomposition of a graph G is a collection of subgraphs Hi of G such that each edge of G belongs to exactly one member of the collection Hi.
Decomposition
is an important property of interconnection networks, which enables the application of recursive algorithms and fault-tolerant techniques on them.
Theorem 1. MC(r, k + 1) network can be decomposed into Y MC(r, k) networks and a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. One can build a MC(r, k + 1) network from r copies of MC(r, k) network by assigning copy numbers from 0 to r -1 to them, changing the address of node J in copy .X to rJ + x, and adding edges between nodes (with their new addresses) which are at distance + 1. The later is equivalent to adding all edges in a Hamiltonian cycle 0,1,2,
,rk+l -1. In other words, removing the "trivial" Hamiltonian cycle from MC(r, k + 1) graph leaves r copies of identical MC(r, k) graphs. 0
Let Tk denote the complete binary tree with 2k -1 nodes.
Theorem 2. A complete binary tree can be embedded into MC(2, k) graph with expan-
sion 1 + 1/(2k-1) and dilation 1.
Proof.
The root (level 0) is node 2km ', and children of node x at level j. are nodes xf2 kPi.P2 at level i + 1. The level of node x is the greatest index 1" such that x mod 2k-' ml # 0, and its parent is node x -(x mod 2 kpi,m ') The bold edges on Fig. 3 show . the embedding of binary tree with 2k -1 nodes into MC(2, k) network (only node 0 does not correspond to any node of the tree). 0
For r > 2, complete binary tree can be embedded into MC(r, k) network as follows. Let the root be at node 0. Its children are neighbors with addresses + rk-l, and the neighbors of nodes in the tree which are at level i (the root being at level 0), for i=12 > 3 "' > k -1, are their neighbors whose address differ by f rkPim '. The binary tree has 2k -1 nodes. The dilation of embedding is 1 and the expansion is about (2/r)k.
A k-dimensional hypercube network consists of the same nodes as MC(2, k) network. Any edge in the hypercube joins two nodes whose addresses differ by a power of 2, and is therefore also edge in (2, k)-graph. Therefore hypercubes are subgraphs of multiplicative circulant networks with radix 2, and are embedded with optimal dilations and expansions 1. In general, the following theorem is valid. Proof. Both graphs have 2Pk nodes. The difference between addresses of two nodes of hypercube is of the form 2pi+i for 0 6 j < p -1. Since 2pi+.i = 2'2*', 2' edges with values 2pi connect the two hypercube nodes. For instance, Zk-dimensional hypercube can be embedded into MC(4, k) graph with expansion 1 and dilation 2. 0
Diameter of multiplicative circulant networks
We shall now study the diameter of MC(r, k) network. For the purpose of the analysis, let us replace each undirected edge joining nodes x and y by two directed edges (x, y) and (y, x), and assign values to them as follows: the value of edge (x, y) is u(x, y) = y -x. The value is the increment in the address when going from one node to the other. Consider a path between two nodes x and y, consisting of edges e,, e2, . . Each edge changes the address of the current node by its value & ri for some i (0 < i < k -1). Let us define the value of a path as the sum of values of all edges in the path. Then the value of a path starting at a node x1, going through nodes x2, . . . , xj-1 and ending at node xj is x2 -x1 + x3 -x2 + . . . + xj-l -Xj-2 +Xj-Xj_1 =Xj-Xl,
i.e. it depends only on the origin and destination of the path and not on the values of intermediate edges. We observe next that if a path contains an edge with value ri and an edge with value -ri then these two edges can be eliminated from the path and a shorter path between two nodes is obtained. We therefore assume that all such pairs are eliminated from the consideration.
Let ci be the number of edges with value f ri on a path between nodes x and y, where ci is positive or negative depending on whether edges with value ri or -ri are present in the path, respectively. The next observation is that the sequence of edge values in a path between nodes x and y can be arbitrarily permuted, resulting in alternative paths between the same nodes x and y in the network. All such paths consist of the same number of edges, therefore we may choose one of them as their representative.
The selected path consists of c,, edges of value f 1, c1 edges of value f Y, . . . , ck_ 1 edges of value + rk-', in this order, where signs of c;s are chosen to coincide with the signs of edge values. It follows that y -x = co + clr + c2r2 + . . + ck_lrk-l. This is called a signed digit representation of y -x in radix r. In a signed digit representation of an integer (which obviously is not unique) the digits ci can be positive or negative. The existence of at least one such representation easily follows as the number ly -XI can be represented as an integer in base r with digits from {O,l, . . . , r -l}. However, such a representation does not necessarily correspond to the shortest path between x and y. Generalized signed digit number systems, of which this is one type, have been used to increase the efficiency of computer arithmetic for many years. For a general overview of this subject see [25, 26, 40] .
The number of edges on the path is C = Ico( + lcll + . . + Ick_ 1). Thus the length of the shortest path between two nodes x and y is equal to the minimal sum C of absolute values of digits ci in the representation of difference y -x in its signed digit representation in radix r. We may assume that lcil < r in the signed digit representation. This can be proved by induction.
If lcil > r then we can reduce lcil by r and replace ci+l with ci+l k 1 (clearly ciri + ci+lri+l = (ci + r)ri + (c~+~ -l)r'+' = (Ci -r)ri + (ci+ 1 + 1)r i+ I). Obviously, in both cases the sum of digit lcil + Ici + 11 strictly decreases (Icil is reduced by r while lci+ il is added + 1). This process can be repeated for given i until lcil < r as required. It is applied for i = 0, 1, . . , k -1 in this order (it ends since rk = 0). Therefore we may assume that ci E (0, + 1, + 2, . , + (r -l)} for 0 < i < k.
Arno and Wheeler [4] gave an algorithm for finding the minimum Hamming weight of a signed digit representation, where Hamming weight is equal to the number of nonzero elements in the corresponding sequence co, cl, , ck_ 1. We are interested in the sum of (absolute values of) digits rather than in their number and thus our problem is different. Nevertheless for Y = 2 these two problems are the same as each coefficient ci can be either -1, 0 or 1. The case r = 2 is well-known, and is usually referred to as "canonical Booth recording" [12] . The question of finding minimal binary representations is discussed by Reitwiesner [44] and Hwang [25] . It was proved that no two consecutive digits are nonzero in a minimum Hamming weight of an integer, and in the worst case the weight is r k/21. It implicitly proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4. (Arno and wheeler [4]). The diumeter of MC(2, k) network is r k/21.
Arno and Wheeler [4] also showed that the probability that the distance between two random nodes in
where C(x, y) = y!/(x!(y -x)!) is the binomial coefficient. Proof. We shall describe the solution for both r even and odd, since the solution for r even is an extended analysis of the diameter analysis for r odd. First we will prove that the diameter of the network is < kLr/2 J. It is known that every integer has its canonical representation, i.e. it can be represented in a signed digit radix r representation using only digits from D. On the other hand, there are rk integers (from 0 to rk -l), and each of them has at least one canonical representation. Therefore integers O,l, . ,n -1 and canonical representations must be in one-to-one correspondence.
We shall now find two nodes which are at distance exactly kLr /2] . 
Average distance
In this section we shall derive formulas for the average distance between nodes in multiplicative circulant graphs. The result was previously known only for r odd [S 11 . Proof. The average value of coefficient (cil depends on whether it can be equal to r/2 or not. If not, any of digits -r/2 + 1, , -1, 0, 1, . . ,r/2 -1 has equal probability to be chosen as the coefficient, and its average value is (r -1)/4 -1/4(r -1) . In special case lci+ iI = r/2 the digits can be 0, 1, . , r/2 -1 if Ci = r/2 or their negative complements otherwise. In such case the average value of the digit is (r -2)/4. On the other hand, if digit r/2 is allowed, the average value of digit (cil is (r + 1)/4 -1!4(r + 1).
Since at most half of digits can possibly be r/2, the average value of a digit <y-
Therefore the average value of any digit is between (r -2)/4 and r/4. Thus we can choose the average at (Y -1)/4 with the error at most $. 0
We shall now derive a sumation formula the average distance between nodes for Y > 2 and even, and resolve the sumation to find an explicit formula for r = 2. The following combinatorial result will be used in our analysis. Proof. Let us find the number of nodes which have j digits equal to ) r/2 and their average distance from the origin node. These digits occupy marked positions.
If the first position co in the canonical representation of a node is r/2 (which is equivalent to digit -r/2) then (from Lemma 1) the second position c1 is unmarked and j -1 marked positions out of remaining k -2 positions can be chosen in 
It is possible to verify that CyzO( U( j) + V(j)) = rk. Therefore all nodes are counted exactly once. The average distance is C (A(j)U(j) + B( j)V( j)). 0
We will now find the exact value of the summation formula for r = 2. It is possible to follow the same approach for an arbitrary r but our analysis did not lead to a clear and concise formula.
Theorem 10. The average distance in a MC(2, k) graph is
Thus the average distance between nodes is Summation bounds in this proof are from j = 1 to j = k/2. Let Pk(x) = C xjC( j, k -j). Riordan [45, p. 761 proved that P,'(x) = 2 -k ix-'
((1 + c#+i -(1-~)~"'),wherea= Jm.
In particular, p,(2) = 3 _ 1(2k + ' + ( -l)k).
Let S,(x) = 1 jxjC(j, k -j).
Then the derivative of Pk(x) is P;(x) = C,jxjP 'C( j, k -j) = (l/x) S,(x). Thus S,(x) = xP;(x). It is easy to check that a' = 2/a. In our case we have x = 2 and a = 3 and therefore
Next, T,(2) = C j2'-'C( j -1, k -j) = Sk_ l(2) + Pk_ l(2). Finally, the average distance between nodes is &k(2) + T,(2)) = ; + f + g -$$t
For large values of k, the average distance is z k/3. 0
Routing and shifting
The routing problem is to send a message from a source node to a destination node. It is perhaps the most important data communication problem for any network. A routing algorithm is optimal if it sends a message between any two nodes along a shortest possible path between these nodes. In addition, it is desirable that the algorithm is simple.
Here we describe a simple optimal routing algorithm for MC(r, k) network. The communication between any two nodes always uses a fixed path (non-adaptive algorithm).
There are two types of routing strategies developed in literature: wormhole and store-and-forward routing. In store-and-forward routing a packet is completely stored in a node before transmitting to the next node on the way to the destination. The wormhole routing operates by advancing the head of a packet directly from incoming to outgoing channels. Only a few flow control digits are buffered at each node. The message becomes spread out across the channels between the source and the destination. Therefore the entire path from the source to its destination must be dedicated to the packet.
The same routing algorithm can be adopted for both store-and-forward and wormhole strategies, and for different number of data items a node can send to a neighbor in one time step (linear or constant cost model). The same observations apply to the broadcasting and semigroup computation algorithms in the following two sections. In the distributed or asynchronous computation mode of a network, messages can be sent at any time and from any sources to any destinations.
It is possible that a processor wishes to send a message to one of its neighbors and at the same time its another neighbor seeks to delivery to it another message. Processors cannot send and receive data simultaneously.
The delivery of a message has to wait until the recipient is free to accept it. The deadlock is a situation when there is a cycle of processors each attempting to send a message to its neighbor but is unable to do so. A good routing or broadcasting procedure should never create a deadlock. Deadlock free routing algorithms for the store-and-forward networks are based on the concept of a structured buffer pool, i.e. restricting the buffer allocation to define a partial order on buffer classes [35] . To break deadlock with wormhole routing, we must restrict routing algorithm [17] . If the delivery requests are drawn as oriented edges then the deadlock corresponds to a cycle in the graph. A more formal study of the deadlock related graphs for the wormhole routing is given by Dally and Seitz [17] by introducing the link dependancy graph. Let L(1, r) denotes the link 1 going from node r. Links (directed edges between two nodes) are vertices of the graph and two links define an directed edge in the link dependancy graph if and only if there exist two nodes source and destination such that these links are two consecutive links on the message path from source to destination. It easily follows [17] that a routing algorithm for an interconnection network is deadlock free iff there are no cycles in the link dependency graph. Hypercubes, mesh connected computers and few other networks have routing algorithms which are deadlock free. For most of others, including stars and pancakes [l, 431 and cube-connected cycles, such routing algorithms are not known. Toruses have deadlock free routing algorithms only for r = 2 and r = 3. Theorem 11. The procedure Route(r, k, x, y) is optimal. For r = 2 and r = 3 it is deadlock free, when used in the wormhole routing.
Proof. The optimality of the routing algorithm follows easily from the analysis done in previous sections. To prove that our routing algorithm is, for r = 2 and r = 3, deadlock free (when used in the wormhole routing), we use the link dependancy graph [17] . Let us introduce the following order of edge values: -1 < 1 < -r < r < -r2 .& < < _rhpl < r'-1. Two edge values can be compared by their absolute values first, and then by their signs. For r = 2 and r = 3 each ci has only the following possible values: -1, 0, and 1. Therefore in each shortest path each of link values appears at most once. The routing algorithm respects the order of edge values that we introduced. Edge values along each path in the routing algorithm strictly increase for r = 2 and r = 3. Therefore the cycle in the link dependancy graph cannot be formed. Therefore the routing algorithm is deadlock free for r = 2 and r = 3. 0
The shifting operation is to send a message from node x to node x + t for all nodes x, where t is a constant. The shifting can be performed by routing, in parallel, from any source x to any destination x + t. Since routing is performed by adding, in each step, the same amount to the addresses of all nodes currently keeping messages, no node will receive more than one message at any given step. Thus no message conflict occurs. This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 12. The shifting operation can be performed on the multiplicative circulant graphs in optimal time in parallel without message conjlicts, for any constant t. 0
Broadcasting
The broadcasting problem is to send a message from a source to all other nodes. The main criteria of efficiency of a broadcasting algorithm is that the number of communication steps should be equal or near the diameter of the network. In the d-port communication model the message can be sent from a node to at most d neighboring nodes simultaneously.
Computer networks have various limitations on the number of links that can be used at once, and it is therefore preferable to have a broadcasting algorithm with a minimal possible d. Also, each node should receive the message exactly once and from only one of its neighbors. We shall present a broadcasting algorithm on 2-port communication model which takes optimal number of communication steps to broadcast a message from a node. The algorithm sends the message from the source to all other nodes along the same paths used in the routing algorithm.
Following our analysis of the diameter, the broadcasting algorithm differs for r = 2, r odd and r even 2 4. Its structure resembles the routing algorithm.
For r odd the broadcasting procedure is as follows.
Procedure Broadcast-odd(r, k, x)
for i = 0 to k -1 do { send the message on two edges with values i ri from all nodes currently knowing iti for ,j = 2 to r/2 do (send the message on edge with the same value as the edge on which it arrived, from all nodes that just received the message in the previous step} } For r even, Y > 2, the algorithm requires some modifications due to nonunique canonical representations.
The details are omitted here. For r = 2 the broadcasting algorithm is different, and is as follows.
Procedure Broadcast-2(k, x) send the message from x on two edges with values f 1 send the message from x on two edges with values + 2 for i = 0 to k/2 -1 do { send the message on two edges with values k ~j+' from all nodes which received the message in the previous step, where f rj is the value of edge on which the message arrived send the message on two edges with values k ri+ ' where + r-j is the values of edges the message was sent in the previous step, from all nodes knowing the message but received it earlier than previous step } The algorithm is optimal for k odd while for k even the number of communication steps is 1 more than the diameter. A one step faster algorithm can be achieved if the first two instructions are done simultaneously, i.e. if node x uses 4 ports initially. This requires 4-port model. Therefore we can summarize all procedures in the following theorem. 
Semigroup and parallel prefix computations
Given a binary associative operator *, the semigroup computation is to find .x0*x,* . . . *.X,-i where data xi is stored in node i, 0 < i < n. In a parallel prejx computation, each node i (0 6 i < n) should determine x0*x1* . . *Xi. Both semigroup and parallel prefix computations are fundamental techniques for solving problems on any model of computation.
Since higher-dimensional arrays are embedded into multiplicative circulant graphs with expansion 1, any algorithm for the model runs immediately on the multiplicative circulant network. Therefore all known techniques on the former model (for example, sorting [32, 283) are applicable directly on the later one. One can design, however, more efficient algorithms using the additional wrap-around edges of the multiplicative circulant network. We have done so in previous sections for the routing and broadcasting problems, and in this section we describe a simple and efficient parallel prefix algorithm which illustrates the advantage of adding "twisted' edges. The first step in the algorithm is computing the semigroup operation (denoted as A,_,) in node Iz -1 s follows.
Ai + Xi for each node i, 0 Q i < n; forjc0 to k -1 do for i t 1 to r -1 do for p = 0, 1, . . . , rk-j-l -1 in parallel do { node u sends A, to node v where u = prj+ ' + ir' -1 and v = prj+ ' + (i + 1)rj -1; &+&*A, >
The procedure, for each of k dimensions of the multiplicative circulant graph (j = 0, 1, . . . ) k -l), computes the cummulative semigroup value for the total of rj+' data immediately preceding each node of the form tr j+l -1 (i.e. the last nodes in each "row" in jth dimension). It is also the first stage in the parallel prefix computation. It takes a total of k(r -1) communication steps.
The second stage of the parallel prefix algorithm uses the partial results of the first step and, for j = k -1, . . . ,O, alternatively sends cummulative data along "twisted" edge in dimension j from the last node in a "row" to the first node in the subsequent "row" and then updates the information in the given row. It can be coded as follows. The result of the parallel prefix operation for node u is B,. The number of communication steps in the second stage is (k -l)(r -1) + 1, and thus the total number of communication steps in the parallel prefix algorithm on MC(r, k) graph is (2k -l)(r -1) + 1. Since k-dimensional mesh-connected computers with each side of size r are subgraphs of MC(r, k) graphs, each algorithm running on former will also run on later network. For example, sorting on higher-dimensional meshes is considered by Kunde [27] and Corbett and Scherson [16] , and permutation routing by Kunde and Tensi [28] .
Multiplicative circulant networks with arbitrary number of nodes
The definition of a multiplicative circulant network can be easily given for arbitrary n (i.e. n not necessarily equal to rk), and the topological properties of such wider class of networks remains to be investigated.
A multiplicative circulant network with arbitrary number of nodes can be also obtained as follows.
The direct product of two graphs G, and G2 is a graph G, x Gz with nodes conveniently represented as pairs (x, y), x E Gi, y E Gz such that two nodes (xi, yl) and (x,, yZ) are connected if and only if either x1 = x2 and (y,, y2) is an edge of G2 or (xi, x2) is an edge of G1 and yl = yz, Let n = r:'ri" . . . r:. The direct product of MC(r,, k,), MC (r2, k,) , . , MC(r,s, k,)
networks has exactly n nodes and is a vertex symmetric graph. The direct product for many values of IZ gives a graph with logarithmic diameter and degree. This is not valid in general; for example when n is a prime number then no network can be obtained as a direct product of two or more multiplicative circulant graphs; the MC(n, 1) graph itself is a ring of II nodes. In such case it is better to disregard few processors and form a good multiplicative circulant network with remaining ones. The routing and broadcasting algorithms can be easily generalized for direct products. The definition gives freedom in choosing the representation of y1 as the product of powers of integers ( > l), each leading to a different multiplicative circulant network. The definition also does not require that rts be different, which also may result in different networks (the direct product of MC(r, i) and MC( r,j) networks is not, in general, an MC(r, i + j) network).
Conclusions
There are a number of further questions about the proposed network which are left for future investigations.
The embedding of hypercubes and embeddings of complete binary trees with better expansion in MC(r, k) networks with r > 2 shall be studied. In fault tolerant applications it is important to construct the maximal possible number of edge disjoint paths between any two nodes. The existence of deadlock free routing procedures for r 2 4 shall be searched. Generalization of algorithms by Nassimi [38] to + rk descend and ascend computations might be attempted. The bisection width and layout of the model are yet to be investigated. Topological properties of the multiplicative circulant network with arbitrary r and n (as defined in the introduction) are mostly unknown. The properties of the direct (or Cartesian) products multiplicative circulant networks shall also be studied in details. Also, modifications of the network such as directed multiplicative circulant graph (where edges are going from node x to node x + r'), multiplicative circulant cycle (where each node is replaced by a cycle thus achieving a network of degree 3) and multistage MC(3, k) interconnection network remain for future study.
